
Week 1: im- (not) Week 2:  -ic Week 3:  il- Week 4:  -ous Week 5:  ir-

impatient energetic illogical dangerous irresolute

imperfect acrobatic illicit nervous irrelevant

improper artistic illegitimate mountainous irresistible

impossible systematic illegible joyous irregular

can’t felt ready Europe members

matter suddenly anything moon picked

square test divided region simple

syllables direction general return cells

perhaps center energy believe paint

bill farmers subject dance mind 

Week 6:  -eous Week 7: em- Week 8: -ious Week 9:  in- Week 10: -ment

gorgeous embellishments glorious included amazement 

spontaneous embarrassed curious inhabited assignment 

instantaneous embark serious intrude enjoyment 

erroneous empowered superstitious indulged development 

love blue anxious forest wide 

cause wish distant probably written 

rain drop sit legs length 

exercise developed sum sat reason 

eggs window 

difference

summer main kept 

train wall winter interest
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Week 11: im- 
(in or on)

Week 12: en- Week 13: trans- Week 14: -er Week 15: super-

impressive enchanting transit easier superstar

impulse enrobed transfixed bigger superimposed

implored enamored transformed later superb

imprint enjoyed transfer faster superficial 

arms job discovered glass instruments 

brother edge wild million meet

race past huge west third 

present sign beside lay months 

beautiful record gone weather paragraph

store finished sky root raised

Week 16:  -tive Week 17: anti- Week 18:  -est Week 19:  centi Week 20:  chron

intuitive antidote tallest Centigrade chronically 

destructive antiseptic purest centimeters chronological 

active antibacterial coldest cents chronic 

positive antibiotic lowest century chronicle 

represent teacher solve sleep ride 

soft held appear village care 

whether describe metal factors floor 

clothes drive son result hill 

flowers cross either jumped pushed 

shall speak ice snow baby
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Week 21: equi Week 22: meter Week 23: fract Week 24: ology Week 25: junct

equinox thermometer fraction Egyptology juncture 

equilibrium perimeter fracture genealogy junction 

equivalent centimeters infraction gemology disjunction 

equitable diameter refraction technology adjunct 

buy instead hope type method 

entire phrase spring themselves section 

outside soil case temperature lake

everything bed laughed bright consonant 

tall copy nation lead within 

already free quite everyone dictionary 

Week 26:  auto Week 27: migr Week 28:  graph Week 29: ped Week 30:  hydr

autonomy migrate graphite pedal hydroponic 

automobile migration graphic pedicure dehydrate 

automatically migratory autograph pedestrian rehydrate 

autopilot migrant biography quadruped hydrate 

hair per milk build sail 

age broken quiet middle rolled 

amount moment natural speed bear 

scale tiny lot count wonder 

pounds possible stone cat smiled 

although  gold act someone angle 
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Week 31: pop Week 32: mech Week 33: port Week 34: opt Week 35: spect

populous mechanical passport optometrist spectacle 

population mechanic portable optometry spectator 

popular mechanize porter optic respect 

popularity mechanism transport optical spectacular 

heart hole view couldn’t wrote 

Africa poor beat fingers shouted 

rose let’s exactly row continued 

melody fight remain least itself 

bottom surprise dress catch else 

trip French iron climbed plains 

Week 36: scope Week 37:  rupt Week 38: sphere Week 39:  sign Week 40:  syn

scope interrupt hemisphere significant synapse 

stethoscope disrupt spherical design synonym 

microscope erupt atmosphere designated synthesize 

telescope rupture sphere signature sync

gas law valley cool bad 

England ears stretched cloud save

burning grass key lost experiment 

create you’re president sent engine 

joined grew brown symbols alone 

foot skin trouble wear drawing 
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